
Experimental Teehn1que 



The determination of relaxation times of molecules of polar 

organic compounds 1n the liquid state with the help of Debye's 

equations involves measurements or the dielectric quantities 

E' ' r'l E ~ '1::. , o.\o tllld refractive index 'Ylo There are standard 

methods tor measuring these quantities. The tbeorie• or the methods 

of the measu~ernents and the procedures followed in the present 

1nvest1gatj.ons a:re given briefly in the following sections. 

I J.easurement pf dielectric permi tt1v1 ty <:: agel dielectric 

loss ~~~ . • 

The values of f 1 end 
,, 

~ of liquids in 1.62 em., 
l 3.17 ern and 3.44 ~rn micro~ave regions were measured by Jurber•s 

etho<l l•ig. (l.l and 1.2) and in some liquids nt 3.49 co microwave 

region, these ore rnef.i~uxed by o'1.ey's~ method I•1g.(2). 

l.l. ~rher'e mpthod s 

In microwave frequency region measurements to determine the 

dielectric properties are normally made upon a sample of material 

which is completely enclosed within a ~~llow wave guide. The 

behaviour of the system must be analysed in terms of propagation 

characteristics of the electromagnetic energy through the dielectric 

•ed1Uil. 

This method of measur€Jilents of E.' and Ell is based 

upon the vnr1Rt1on of reflectio11 coe:f11cient of uniform dielectric 

layer as the depth of the layer is varied. 
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Theory : 

The p~opagation constant for air filled guide is given by 
c.. . 2nj j 

' '65 ~ j(3- ~ 1-(~c.)2 
' ' 

(1.1.1) 

where 
A = Free space wave length 

)\ · = Cut off wave length c.. ' . 
?\d = wave length in the liquid filled guide 

o( l = attenuation in the dielectric 

(3L.= phase constant in the 

J~-0'?~ l\c. 

dielectric 

{1.1.3) 

Characteristic impedance of the dielectric filled guide to 

the empty guide. 

For a dielectric sample of length L) enclosed within a 

section of wave guide and terminated by a perfectly reflecting 

short-circuit plane, the magnitude of reflection coei'ficient R 

at the face of the dielectric will be given by the equation 

(1.1.4) 

where E + is the inc:tdent voltage wave and E- is the 

reflected voltage wave in the empty guide. 

The output of a square lat'l detector coupled to the reflected 

wave by a unidirectional coupler is pi1 oportional to I R \2 
for a 
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constant incident power. For lengths or tha dielectric sample 

which are integral multiples of Ad j z. the set of values of 

may be written 1D 

(1.1.6) 

where T - \ Kx-\~ \ · ..... d- !..1, .. 
t Z.:!"''lt 

t-o • ~ c1 \ z :\,.:; 1 1 -\· \ '";, ·cl,... \ 
.I - ., ... 

~ ,. a '' Ad == langth or the sample, so that -c~ -
1 

\ l · _. 

for short e1rcu1t ter•1nat1on. 

Froa transmission linft theory, the wave lensth "3 and 

the attenuation per wave length ( { 1 \ l ) 1n the dielectric 

is related to '-
1 

and ~-h and the (H.so~dpation factor C 

r espectively by the rolloW1Dg relations 

~ - I 

J l 

<. ' -::. 

and 

l r • 

.. ' l~ t " \ ~ 
L 

I 
j (1.1.6) 

(1.1.7) 

(1.1.8) 

I 
From equation (1.1.6) and equation (l.l. 7) the expressions for E:. 

A c_IJ a1 d aDu >;;;, al"e 0 bt 118 llS 

(1.1.9) 

(1.1.10) 

Thus for the determination of E' and 
,. IJ 

~.;::. of polar 

liquids, the dissipation factor l_ and the attenuation per 
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"ave length ( -<. d A 0 ) must be known. They e.re computed analyti

cally by thA method of successive approrl.Ination!! as follows. 

Let M n be the ratio of the nth maximull of the reflected 

s1pal for L = Y\ ~ d to that for an ef'tect1 vely infinitely 

long dielectric mediua, so that 

\ k"' ~. 
Mn- \ ~F· (1.1.11) 

where Tt 
\ . '\ 3 - \ etc. 

Then, in order to e1mpl1fy the form of the final equation, def1ne 

.}...." ' 

Phys1cr~lly 1 X.. represents th~ characterist~c :lnpedanoe of the 

ruide !111e~ with n tdPa.l d1.~lectr1.c bavine tho sAMe "--.1 nnd ~ 

the corresponding reflection coefficient for an infinitely long 

colutm. 

Substituting equation (1.1.5) lllto equation (l.l.ll) results 

1n a quadratic equation for exp(- ._, n'\:~A.~) which may be solved 

for attenuation per wave length \A 1 in neper. 

where 

and 

(~:tAd) -I t11 ) L~ ~ Kll1 + (l+t<~/=d J 
K1 ~ C, ( 1 · Mn T) 

~M~-:t--

K2 -= Cz (JV\" -1) (1- t\nT
2
) /Cl- 1"\nT)~ 

(1.1.12) 

(1.1.13) 

(1.1.14) 

or, to a first approximation, KJ and ~~~ may be expressed as 

K1 ~ (~; (1 Y~M-n; /l ~h,-1) (1.1.15) 

K~ ~ (.l"\-n-1)ll-'1
4
..M-o)j(1-'t3:M"')Z (1.1.16) 
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The exact expression tor ~".) C 1 and (2 are 

T =I R~\2: 1-Xll-~) [ 1-+ co~(. t:o.-n-10)] 
1 +X ( l-\-~)[ 1 ..;-Cos ( tO.,{f""£,-1-

W_:\ y2 r 1 r--.2. ( -.,./ • ) ( 
~ L -+ '-' (.- (i- x_~ ~ J- - . . ) (1.1.17) 

1- ~ ll + -~~ (-\ ~.~-.'lu j 
l - X- li X L:.) [ 1 + c Cl \ X~- l t -l 

._ ~ "1./ y [ 1. - : t "'t ;(. \ ~ J.. ) / l \ :Lz. \ 2. ~ -\ • " 1 . 1 18-J 
1 

('IT ~ -z.. - i. \ 

"-4:: I 1 -\- t-~ 
"- '"' tnn ) 

F~~ ~ I i - l .. 
1 1...'-'& ,.., • i\ { 

" 
X.. 

..,. ll. ~ l'\; 1 \- t J. ) _. 
"' !.- ( .l j 

The dissipation factor is then rteterm1n-ed by the equation 

L - t.;xn ,j \ ~ 
-l 

.,\ \ I (1.1.20) " .. 

The determination of \ from the experimental data ts 

then evidently a process ot successive approximations, which however, 

converges very rapidly, For l· ~ ~ ""' 1 /" and \N maY be - ''1 "' 
considered as functions solely of y and l"\ l\ and only one 

calculation need be made. For a lareer value of dielectrie loss, 

the first value obtained for L must be used to recompute ~ l 

and K:2. to determine a second, closer approximation for \) If 

D ~0·3 then the approximate form or equations for 1'_. cl and 

C2. are to be taken. For 0 3 ~ \) ~ 0:.1 the [)2. terms in the 

approximate equations for "T' and C 1 are replaced by 

L\ -,'Y\2 (.f:\:~-n.- 1 0..1 and the (\,..!. terms in the approximate 

equation for Cz is replaced by L S \ n L. ( ta.Y\ 1 t) ). 
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1.1.1. The actual experimental arrangement a 

A block d1agraa of the experimental units in the microwave 

region of 1.62 om 1 3.17 em and 3.49 c• wave lengths used in the 

present investigation are shown in Fics.(1.1, 1.2)aRd 2}. The 

general set us of all the uni ta are the sue, differing onl1 1n the 

fact that 1.62 em microwave power was generated trom 3 em power by 

crystal harmonic generator. Square wave was used to MOdulate the 

frequency or the Klystron oscillator of each 6n1t. Attenuators just 

atter the oscillator were used to prevent the frequency pulling or 

the oscillator. The fraquenc7 of the microwave power was measured 

by the absorption type frequency meter 1n each unit. At each wave 

length or operation the liquid cells used were or same general 

design. They consisted of high quality of silver wave guide 

terminated at one end by thin teflon window and short circuited at 

the other by plunger made of silver. ~he cells were maintained at 

different temperature by ther.ostat1c arrangement. 

The purified liquid was taken in the thermostated dielectric 

cell wb!ch is allowed to attain a constant temperature. 

The plunger in the cell is adlUsted ao that 1t is at the 

first •1Dt.ua adjacent to the teflon window. The length of the 

dielectric layer is slowly increased by raising the plunger b7 

means of microwave drive mechanism. The output meter reading show• 

a series of aaxima and minima which are noted. When the length of 

the dielectric is sufticiently large, the outpUt meter reading 

becomes constant. This reading behaves as infinitely long dielectTic. 
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From the positions of the plunger for successive maxima, the value 

of Ad /2 is obtained. From the m&xima values of the output 

meter readin1 and the infinity value, the ratio ~l is obtained. 

With Act > M ) the value of D (dissipation factor) is 

estimated. The values of ~' 

successive approximations. 

and f.'' are then obtained by 

1.2. Poley•s method r 

This method of obtaining the values of (..' 
-. and £'' involves 

the ~easurement of the standing wave rat~o rl as a. function 

of length 

cuiting plunger. 

of the 11au1d column, which 1s terminated by short cir-

The propagation constant in the air filled guide 

j 
(1.2.1) 

and the propagation in the liquid filled guide 
2n.l r( ~ 

"'-1.. + j .... - \ A- (1.2.2) 

The ratio of complex impedance Z1 

~ide Zo is 

to that of the air filled 

(1.2.3) 

The relative complex input impedance 'Z "'I z 0 at the teflon -window 

for short circuit termination 

(1.2.4) 
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and is related to the standinl wave ratio "'\. as 

Emo..x. J 1-~ . 
~ = .... 'TJ'\\r\ 

'1 'Z i./"Zo -1 l 
1-+ 'Z1. / Zo4- 1 _ 
1- I "2.~J_z~- ~ l 

'Z'"J-z...,~:l I 

= tl 2 5) 

From consideration of transmission line theory, Poley obtained 

the relation 

to..,r. Y\~t .... u, .aj 

tl.t'-' r7'\\ !:::./.,) (1. 2.6) 

end y 

{1. 2 . 7) 

where and are the S.W.R for ath and nth maxima 

and i s t hat for an 11ne or 1nf1n1 tel)' long length. 

1-- I J 

'-::_I - \ r == ave guide l oss (1 . 2.8) 
. ~\-

Pole1 plotted the graphs of 
y 

'-
' r 

and \. m I~ \IS J \. i~:r~ t:l~:t,.) fro~ thtt r el ation o f 

(1.2.6) and (1.2.7). 

1Cnow1D1 the •aluea of \:Q.n D./z froa the graphs ~ A~ / L 

!rom the two succeaa1Ye ainilla o~ plunger poai tion an4 output meter 

reading, free space wave lenr;th A and the cut off wave length 

Ac. , the values of E' and E. 11 are cal.culated from the 
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equation 

(1.2.9) 

and (1.2.10) 

Corrections for losses in walls, junctions and terminations are 

neglected. 

2. Measurement of static dielectric constant ~o of liquids : 

The static dielectric constant ot liquids at different 

temperature were measured by resonance method. A block diagram of 

the set up made for this purpose 1a given in F1g.{3). It was 

determined at l KHz from a crystal osc1~lator. The output of the 

crystal oscillator is connected to n power amplifier through a 

buffer amplifier, eo that no power is drawn from os~jllator and 

the frequency pull~ng or output variation is avoided. 

The liquid cell was cylindrical vessel of brass in Which 

suspended a solid cylinder or the same metal. The diameter or the 

solid cylinder was less than that or the inner diameter of the 

vessel. To avoid any metallic contact between them, the solid 

cylinder was held there by a polyst;vrene cap. The inside of the 

bra•s Yesael and the outside or tbe solid cylinder was silver 

plated. !he liquids to be investigated were introduced through a 

small inlet on the upper race of the cap. An outlet was mBde on 

the body of the vessel to make a constant level of the liquid 

inside it. The vessel was fitted with a water jacket through Which 
. 

water at different temperature from a thermostat was made to circulate. 
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The dielectric constant is measured by comparing the capacity 

or the dielectric cell with tbe liquid as dielectric to the capacity 

with air as dielectric. The stray capacity was calculated out from 

the aeasure~~ent of capac! ty of the cell filled with some st811dard 

liquids as CCl4 or CeRe whose dielectric constants were given in 

the literature. A standard capacity with an accuracy of 0.1 picofarad 

~as used for measurement of capacity. The ratio of the capacity of 

the cell filled with experimental liquid to that of the empty cell 

1s the dielectric constant of the liquid. 

3. Determination of viacoa1 ty "'v ;_ . . 

The viscosity of liquids were Measured 1tb the h~lp of a 

Ostwald Visco~eter. 

The liquids were taken in the viscometer kept immexsed in 

~ater taken in a flask provided ~1th water jacket . The temperature 

was Maintained constant by means of a thermostat. 

The time of fall 't' seconds of the liquid between two 

.fixed marks in the viscometer at any temperature was note<l. The 

densi t)' of liquid e at that temperature was determined by a 

picnometer. The viseos 1 ty f'l of the liquid at that temperature 

was given b7 the relation 

"1. = F [ a t - -~ j (3.1) 

where a and b are the two constants of the viscometer 

determined by the time of !all of water at two different temperature. 

Knowing the density and viscosity or water at that two part1cular 
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temperature from critical table, the values of a and b were 

determined. In this way viscosity of liquids at different 

temperatures 'Were determined. 

4. Refractive index )) ~ 

The refract1ve index of the 11qu1.ds at different temperatures 

were found out with Abbe's refractometer. The temperature was 

maintained constant w1th e therwostat. 

5. Purifications of sampl!! : 

Pure samples were procured f'rom Schuchardt (Germany), l•luka 

(Jwitzerlend) and E. Merck (German~). All these chemicals were dried 

by dehydrating agents and then were distilled by fractional 

d1st1ll~t1on. The proner fractions were distilled arain under r educed 

pressure before use in the investigations. 

6. Stnndar1sat1on of the dielectric data obtained in the present 

1nyestigat1onJ 1 

The values of G.' 
j 

IJ 
c. ) and n C'.. determined 1n the 

present inYestigation in the case of .ohlorobenzene, bromobenzene and 

anisole were round to be in good agree•ent with respective values 

reported in literature13 • 

7. Activation energy o! dielectric relaxation s 

The dielectric relaxation has been treated as a rate process4 

in which polar molecules rotate from one equ1111br1um position to 

another. The process of this molecular rotation requires an a.ctivation 
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energy sufficient to overcome the energy barrier separating the 

two equ1111br1um positions. The number of time such rotations 

occur per second is given by the rate expression 

where 

\< =- -' -= ~ T e - ~::. r '-I k ~r 
--c-0 h 

L'o = :Most probable relaxation time 

~~~ = Free energy of activation 

._ 
or --o = 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

where (\.It is the beat of activation of the dipole relaxation and 

a E is the entropy o:f activation. 

From the slope of the straight line plot of o r .. 1 
""T 

the heat of ct1vation l\. H t 

obtained. 

for dipol relaxation can be 

B. Activation ener&Y tor viscous flow : 

Tbe viscosity of liquids may be approached in an analogue 

manner. 

Viscous flow is pictured as the movement or one layer of 

molecules ~itb respect to another layer, involving translational as 

well as rotational motion of the aoleculea with an activation 

energy required to pass over a hindering potential barrier. The 

equation for viscosity 1n terms of this mechanism 

hN ~J?'-' I R"l· 
~~~e. (8.1) 
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where 
6~, • Free energy ot activation for viscous flow 

V = Molar volume 

''Y) 
l =. 

hN 

" 
6.\\u/K:rr -A< 03/f... 

c ! 

From the slope or the straight line plot or 
heat of activation tor viscous flow can be obtained. 

(8.2) 
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